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editurreal 

"The time has come, " the Walrus said, 
"To talk of many things: 

Of shoes-and ships-and sealing-wax
Of cabbages and kings

And why the sea is boiling hot
And whether pigs have wings." 

Lewis Carroll 

. .. from one point of view anyone who gets less than 18.6 m.p.g . 
creeps . . . my eyeballs are sick . .. tear it up and use it for cat lit-
ter .. . Grannymoto swings with polka dot girdles ... these 
pictures and these poems ain't supposed to match . .. zoopey 
doopey floople bumps ... thank you , now GETOUT! . .. my 
brother hits his wife four times a day ... to Hollywood, 'cause 
that's where things happen .. . some peop le know all the ins & 
outs .. . are you mad? Well I'm mad too .. . you want to go pray 
in the snow? . .. all these people running around with these big 
lips on their chest .. . when you 're leaving for a trip to Europe and 
your grandmother kisses you and slips you the tongue . .. (Stop 
It Right Now! ) ... zippity dado da . .. wired for sound with-it's a 
transistor ... donated a dollar & got three kisses . . . why is there 
a moustache on my desk? . . . cigarette ash turds . .. since you 
went to jail for the parking ticket ... second time rush coming 
'round ... hi J.W.! . .. where are you now, Snookums? .. . 
there's this bird just sittin ' there , sittin ' on the hood . Take it 
home. Think it'll fit in the nest? 

EVERYDAY EVERYWAY by robert e. johnson 

everyday everyway 

and the wind - it keeps on blowing 

all the world is a whirl 

and the hills they keep on rolling 

every thought in my mind 

is a wonderful passage 

and i think all the time 

well this whole world is mine 

and i'm glad that i'm in it 

i want every minute 

don 't set no limit 

dammit 

don 't 

dimmit. 



AN AGING CHILD by Sarah Wayne 

coming back through this lonely house 
curtained, closed and dust-ridden 
i remember my early childhood 
echoing conversations and blarin' refrains 
that my mind has long kept hidden 
and seemed to I ive here once again 

seemed to live here once again 
as the light creeps out softly 
from the crack of the bedroom door 
and spreads an even gray through 
the middle of the night's darkness 
comes a sound of worn wooden floor boards 
creaking with the rythmic pacing 
of a pair of feet and soft aching sobs 
and i wonder with the wind charging 
at the trees and tearing at lost memories 
could the answering come as days will 
filtered through the seasons 
replacing this aging child's tearful regret 
with an echoing hope. 

Juliano Yon Meter 
Mixed Media 



by Lori Flood 

Semarang, the moon has risen, 
while wolves howl and kittens listen, 

to eerie sounds filled with pleasure, 
Pink trinkets and earthly treasures. 

Rising moons of American cheese, 
brightly illuminating 

Star-spangled flags silhouetted 
against green skies . 

From afar, banging chords, 
resounding the bounding pounding 

of a piano. 
Fingers flying , doves dying, 

Purple chandeliers swaying like ringing telephones . 

For Semarang , the roses bloom , 
filled with joyfulness, basted in gloom, 

yet ghostly spirits cause 
laughter to whine sadistically 

within their petals . 

I bring to thee, a striped paper cup 
filled with devil ish , yet angelic spirits . 

Fried potato chips dipped into the 
fragrant oils of earth 's 

flaking atmosphere. 
Crickets crooning, ants crawling, 

smoke rings encircling a 
dozen 

strands of hair. 
For happiness, I bring a thousand 

smiles, engraved with warmth 
and friendliness. 

I give to Semarang, a pretzel, 
entangled with unforgettable, 

fantastic memories. 

Beware of the evils embarking upon souls of 
the innocent, 

and Semarang, I wish you 
Good Fortune until 

autumn's soft, golden 
winds touch the questioning 

eyes of your face. 
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IN MEDIATE DEFEAT by Mark Hennon 

Prelude 
when whence the plaited pallbearers came, 
then signal waves went hence, 
vying, lest energy thoughts escape. 

leaving, she swung , sashaying 
votes , and notes as well ; 
they succumbed in wondrous disease. 

brooding , he tormented in dimensions, 
breeding; howitzered tomatoes and 
ravaged rutabagas agreed . 

all fed on wormy watermelon 
(mashing moldy orifice), 
seeds ringing eternal telephones ... 

. . . thereafter, 
the night-sky velvet quickened pale. 

One 

Opening the attic suitcase: 
your shirt sprouted: 
how you looked in it 
when you loved me, 
in Boston , 
on soft days -
breezy and green. 

It howled in my hand 
from dangling neck: 
we'd built a house 
(it haunts me now) , 
your love for heat, 
my mind for walls. 



I work to forget 
the seried storms 
that shattered my windows, 
freezing your ardor, 
for I work for future now, 
and may not relent. 

Two 
You went to your 
corporation, gloating 
your Nixon victory ; 
I went to Boston ghetto, 
searching for a 
reason to continue. 

Concrete and cockroaches 
spared me solace ; 
my blood cal led 
to country barn-building . 

Thus I survived the winter: 
the cold and wind 
could not stop 
my hammering hand , 
and I drove the spikes 
into the taming wood , 

and harnessed heat 
from fury, and stone 
I threw to land precisely 
where I wished . 

Th ree 

We swore as we muscled 
the timbers into line, 
square, and plumb 
(pondering battle wounds: 
scars of the shreds 
of the starts we made). 

We ached as we strained 
to get the livestock 
through the winter 
(replaying the naggingly 
stupid losses, 
our terrible lies). 

We smiled as we drank 
coffee in the lee 
of our first wall 
(wanting the union , 
bursting to share 
the day with you) . 

We ral I ied as we ate 
our evening meals , 
dismissing the bruises 
(fending the questions 
about you and 
our ex-marriage). 

We bore ice, snow, 
wind , and weariness, 
and we raised the roof 
(working on slippery rafter, 
I could see where we 
mingled 'midst the pines). 

Picture-posing on the peak, 
I stood one-legged , 
one sole to the fertile sky 
(feeling that bitter space 
where Bijou/ Buttercup 
once lived) . 

Four 

And I left the attic suitcase, 
and went hiking up the hills 
(the frisky wind 
and lively cloud 
entertain with hueing sun, 
and the beauty 
is uncatchable 
and always passing, yet 
more comes, 
and I no longer mourn 



SYMPHONIES IN THE RAIN by C. Dobner 

She heard symphonies in the rain. 
Every moment of her young life had 
been spent in deep appreciation of 
all that was around her. 

She worshipped the birth of a new 
spring: the fragrance, the sight, the 
taste of a new season . It was all 
so vital to her. She could never live 
otherwise. 

When the autumn and spring rains 
fell on the roofs of neighboring houses 
and splashed on autumn leaves, she 
could sit for hours - eyes closed, mind 
open - and place herself in such an 
appreciating frame of mind. 

It was all feelings for her. It, the 
whole purpose of It, was knowing It 
was there for her. 

She had loved him in this way. 
She appreciated and loved every 

facet of his nature; every flaw, 
as well as positive quality, was 
what she knew and loved and 
felt so deeply for him. 

He felt nothing; yet this is another story. 

Victoria Laneri 
Silkscreen Print 



YESTERDAYS' COWBOYS by robert e. johnson 

Riders of the purple sage, 

Where are you now that I need you? 

You rode over the hill 

And into the golden haze 

Of a tingling western sunset; 

You rode out of my heart , 

Out of my life. 

Where are you galloping now, 

Riders of the purple sage , 

What trails are you blazing? 

Whose hopes are you building up this time, 

And tell me, brave cowboys, 

Do you ever bother 

To look back upon 

Your rawhide trail of tears? 

Victoria Laneri 
Crayon 



WITHOUT DESPAIR by Karen Brandel 

Infant flower 
Peeps through ground , 
Stretches forth to suckle dew 
And courtseys 
Generous clouds. 

Soon she blossoms 
In radiant beauty, 
Wooing nearer 
A yearning star. 

Empassioned flaming rays, 
Like arrows beaming down -
Arise the season's messengers, 
Who whisper love 
In humming sounds . 

And in enchanting loveliness, 
Such so that she plays God , 
Spills forth her essence -
Seeds of life. 

So life being life, 
She blooms another time. 
Then she withers , 
Then she dies. 

Vincent Stanin 
Oil 



ONLY FOR A MOMENT- KANSAS 

Only for a moment, 

the rustic 

by Cliff Williams 

golden tipped bearded wheat, 

seemed to juggle 

the orange morning sun , 

that tried to wiggle off 

the tickling brushes. 

The lifting daystar 

unrolled fresh new canvas , 

so the amber dipped reeds, 

swaying and swirling, 

could frantically paint 

the brief morn ing canopy . 

The brushes dryed then 

from the yellow-white sun , 

and left pale brown grain 

for Kansas to reap . 

Jerry Franz 
Pencil 



1 I AN I AU by j . widmer 

pipe-c leaner limbs 

d In baggies and long suit coats 

a smile that was all chin. 

millionaire schemes and black eyes 

spontaneous titanic tears 

that fell from laugh-wrinkled eyes. 

he stumbled over clinging vines and sidewalk cracks 

while dropping his laughing derby 

and marrying his polka-dotted bow-tie. 

dining with royalty, 

with napkin under chin, 

he slurped his chicken soup 

and ate peas with a knife 

reading newspapers upside down . 

(we laughed when they hurt the bumbling stooge) 

slipping on banana peels 

through old New York streets 

he got high on one nickel beer 

and hocked his soul for a fin. 

Lankey Stanley, 

laugh with me. 

Vincent Stonin 
Watercolor 



PROLOGUE TO A CHRISTENING 

When your mastery was agony 
and my wifely faith not so subtle, 

by Alice L. Buckley 

your vagabond artistry stifled our craving 
for Connecticut and the farm. 

Instead , it was Captain Jack's Wharf , 
"Studios on the Sea," where the harbor breeze 
assaulted the shredded, lace curtain 
you said we kept for want of rusticity. 

Broken and gaunt from the hurly burly of our young time 
torn between pride for our approaching progeny 
and misgivings about our shabby endeavors. 

My swollen belly and your bony nothingness 
were warmed in the midst of pathos 
in one forgiving corner of our loft 
where you writhed to the rythm of some tormenting dream 
and I sunk my half-crazed head into your chest 
and obliged . 

It hurt when your seascapes were so miserable 
since the natives and even the summer people 
knew that they were all you held inside. 

Failure, like the artist on the wharf 
did seem a vulgarian strain. 

But baby, being more golden than us both 
etched an opulent commitment in your eyes 
suddenly shining and precise 
well into an artist's night. 

With your craft granted polish 
with the bat of an eye 
you secured us to the farm 
where baby must be christened 
and faith refined or die. 

Eyes fixed to the babe 

and glazed with cherished remembrance 
an unpretentious prayer 
gathers by the Connecticut hearth 
where dazzled by the warmth of things 
stand those who were there when it all began. 

Our prince's white gown which falls 'round my arms 
and the sheer delight of his sleep 
seem to ravish a pause, 
a pause which was once, life itself. 

SEPARATION 

Separation 
can revive 
can make you hanker 
and think twice 
in a different light. 

by Alice L. Buckley 



Fred Minchella 
Watercolor 



" . . . and in First Place:" by Steve Kolozvary 

Whisking over a carpet of violet flowers flecked with thick 
green blades of grass ... Jake was moving fast, real fast ... no strain 
. .. just speed ... strength ... a shallow ditch was straight ahead . . . 
"ol' Jake is gonna skip this like a bird ... " 
. . . a strong slender leg is lifted and ... Jake trips and sprawls 
face down on the sl i mey pavement of 125th Street. 
"I must be fall in' apart ... can't make it over a fuckin' curb ... " 

His right hand tightly clutched his twitching stomach. Jake is 
shot. 
"fuckin' pigs ain't gettin' ol' Jake ... I'm too good, too tight 
for 'em" 

The police officer that shot Jake Dunn was dead, killed with 
the .45 Colt Automatic Jake had nicknamed " HOT MAMA." 
"I jest had to lite that stupid motherfucker up ... Sweet Jesus! 
. . . my guts are about to bust out . .. Rudy ... he'll help ... get 
patched up an' I'm gone ... " 
. . . gliding in the wake of a harbor tug Jake is flying out to 
sea ... past the harbor entrance now ... hungry waves try to end 
his graceful flight ... strong winds take him far above the 
danger ... but they falter ... his grace is gone ... helplessly 
he drops into the waiting waters .. . 
" . . . gotta get up ... get to Rudy's ... " 

Jake stumbled to his feet dizzily jogging towards Rudy Ward's 
flat two blocks away. New York's Finest didn 't know Jake's name. 
The police were on the lookout for an "unidentified assailant, 
known to be armed and should be considered dangerous ." 
"Less than a block now ... this slug must've grown ... must've 
gotten fat feedin' on my innards ... get it out at Rudy's ... 
never knew I had this much shit in me ... " 

A spasm coursed his body and Jake loosened his grip .. . a gelled 
clot plopped on the concrete ... Jake looked down and started to 
wimper. 
" . . . they killin' me Lord they killin' me ... 

Frantic, Jake pushed himself along 125th Street. Short, hollow 
gasps were all Jake could utter. He was to the corner of 7th Avenue 
now. Around the corner and down three doors Rudy's door waited for 
Jake. Down further a squad car sat. The street, deserted but for 
the dimly lit car, echoed its silence. 

Gritting his teeth Jake prepared for the dart across the street, 
" ... feel like I'm blown in half ... 
. . . they won't even see me ... it's dark ... I can still move pretty 
quick . . . I'll win ... get away ... jest gotta get 
over this street ... " 

It was like a loud wind was keeping Jake from hearing ... a 
dull pounding was in his ears. 
" ... gettin' louder ... my heart's gonna bust ... gotta get goin' ... 
... get gone ... " 
With a shudder Jake lurched towards the street, stumbled, fell. 
" ... get up Jake ... c'mon man ... get to Rudy's ... get away ... " 

Getting to his knees Jake felt like he was carrying a ton of 
lead. Making it to his feet he swayed, hardly able to see. Dropping 
his right hand he felt a great relief of pressure as his entrails 
popped through the hole in his abdomen. One step forward ... 
He knew He'd make it now. Through the wind in his ears he heard 
quiet distant shouts . Two more steps, then up over the curb. 
His eyes were foggy but He could see Rudy's door. Only ten feet ... 
more vague shouts .. . 
" I'm home free man ... " 

With one leg lifted as if to step Jake was tossed against 
Rudy's door by the .38 slug now in his chest ... he dimly saw the 
badges on the blue ... he tried to snear but only blood gurgled 
from his mouth. 



Fred Minchella 
Mixed Media 

WHEN YOU CAN'T WIN AND YOU'RE BOUND TO LOSE 

by Karen Brandel 

I squeezed through the squad of sweating bodies , 
Breathing the smoke, like incense; 
A symbol of my loss. 

As if unworthy to dole my cash , I pleaded -
A tonic , with gin. 
The glass arrived half empty! 

Then the pulsating tones of senseless voices 
Stuffed my ears and dragged me down 
Toward the ash-strewn floor. 

But I crawled, my body wet and tense, 
Slipping swiftly through the swarm -
Out the door, the drink still in my grasp. 

The air I swallowed -
Seemed to pound through my ears , 
Which reminded me of mother. 

So I left my half-filled glass , 
And after all these years , 
Went home. 



_t 

Gory Rathmell 
Pencil 

THANK-YOU by John Kirkmire 

He planted a foot 
but a cyclopian ass grew. 
Fertilized in melodic manure, 
he could sing the diarrhia blues . 

Seeing with a translucent eye 
through a Dicked point of view, 
he uttered , muttered, and groaned, 
but wouldn 't constipate the truth. 

Laxadated f inally , 
the ass has been wiped clean 
- so farewell into another shoe. 
The Spirit of '76 is haunting us 
- thank-you , number two . 
How about number one? 



MEMORIES by Kay M. Abraham 

o, remember me not 

as a shadow in your past 

blocking 

sunshine 

casting 

hate. 

Let your soul 

call me to 

mind, 

the songs i sang to you 

of days and valleys 

the flowers i picked 

and gave to you 

the laughter i tried 

to bring 

into 

your life. 
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Sue Marsden 
Linoleum Print 

.... 
SLIGHT STILTED RETURN by Mark Hennon 

When gale of time has swept around the year, 
and herded fierce and mild alike before; 
has flung aside familiar from our near, 
and whispers old and dark about the door: 
review I then concrete, untended crypts, 
and minds in night, alone, untouched, unkissed . 

Awake me now with tinkling, pinking lips, 
if jaded months you 'd rather Amethyst; 
and bring your jeweled laugh to ring this room, 
for mingled hearts can pressure clock to fade, 
and skillful reach can fashion dual broom 
to clear the webs that shadow weavers made. 

All Hallow Evening: reminiscing strife, 
uncovered lover seeks unfettered life. 



Juliano Von Meter 
Pencil 

HANDS 

terse 
tick 
clock 

by K. M . Abraham 

counting the seconds 
blowing the minutes 
swallowing hours 
laughing at me for 
staring at him 
click 
clack 
tock 
moving silently 
taking forever 
waiting for me 
watching my movements 
gulping my day. 



David Lee 
Photograph 

by Lori Flood 

have you ever 

caught every raindrop from a 

storm in a paper cup? or 

played ring-a-round the rosy 

with 

nine pink cats? or walked on a silver 

spring of 

bubbling water? or 

screamed hallelujah at 

the top of your lungs? or 

tried to commit 

suicide? or 

wrote a crazy poem 

about crazy things 

you 've done in the 

past or future? 

i have! 



THERE ARE DAYS by robert e. johnson 

there are days 

so they say 

when people just can't get 

together 

vibrations are on the wrong 

axis - or something 

well, i' II tell you how 

i feel about that jive. 

it takes a morning 

for a morning glory. 
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Mork Sampson <.:; 
Photograph 

by Jean Mahasse/ 

One bright mornin I was gazin down 
and looked in my pocket 
and pulled out a frown. 
Well the frown didn't fit 
but neither did a smile 
so I got up and walked and 
let it set awhile. 
Then it hit my brain 
like most of 'em do 
and I met up with miz frog and 
I said "how do?" 
she said "okay now, 
but when Tater gets in, 
we're really gonna fly 
in a smoke stacked bin." 
Well I said my good-days, 
and went on down the road , 
and met up with Trinka Tree, 
And said "how's the wind blow?" 
She said orange to the east 
and golden to the west 
and tropic yellow in her blue jays 

nest. 

Well I looked to the ground 
and stirred up the leaves, 
hollered "get me outta here, 
this is givin me the creeps" 
Rowed off in my boat 
to an old silver car, 
and yelled to the clouds 
"we're not goin too far" 
and then out of pink dust , 
who should appear 
but my friend Paula 
and all her guinea pig gear! 
Now here comes Tom 
all truckin about, 
and with him Grace Slick, 
they're singing really loud. 
Well I climbed in my shoes and 
sank right in 
to hear the echo's of Patty 
tell in about a whim. 
Then my mind slid in 
just a little too far 
so I flew up to the nearest star. 
Now if this seems to be all 
well and placid, 
this is what'II happen 
on three hits of 

acid. 
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DECEMBER GREETING by Mark Hennon 

This Christmas I shall stay in bed ; 
I may be getting old, 
but Santa's ads and tinsel trees 
get me mad and leave me cold. 

So I think I'll l ie awake awh ile 
and think about " love" and "give", 
for I hope to know alternati ve 
and better ways to I ive. 

I hope you make a merry new year . 
I hope to join you some of those days . 
I hope you have enjoyment 
in many and various ways . 

Hope we continue for good of all kinds. 
Hope we continue to ease up our minds . 
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